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The University of Minnesota Research, Development and Demonstration

Center in Education of Handicapped Children oeeh established to

concentrate on intervention strategies and materials whiLII develop and

improve language and communication skills in young handicapped children.

The long term objective of the Center is to improve the language

and communication abilities of handicapped children by means of iden-

tification of linguistically and potentially linguistically handicapped

Children, development and evaluation of intervention strategies with

young handicapped children and dissemination of findings and products

of benefit to young handicapped children.



Abstract

Three studies were conducted to replicate and extend the

generality of the findings obtained previously with mentally

retarded subjects of facilitated paired-associate learning under

conditions of extended syntactic elaboration.

An initial study of 30 first-grade children indicated that

with these normal subjects, as with the retarded of similar MA

in previous studiei, embedding stimuli to be associated in syntactic

context, specifically two-sentence paragraphs, facilitates acquisi-

tion and reversal of four paired-associates over a non-elaboration

condition of labeling.

Data obtained from a second study of first-grade children

(N..36) demonstrated that two-sentence paragraph elaboration of two

different types (semantic and syntactic) significantly facilitates

paired-associate learning beyond that obtained by single-sentence

elaboration on an eight-pair list. Backward associations were found

to be remarkably good in all elaboration conditions, with no group

scoring less than 97% correct on reversal. The two kinds of para-

graph elaboration examined were fotind not to differ in their effects

on acquisition or reversal. Sex differences in performance did not emerge.

A third study exploring developmental differences in relation-

ships among.verbal elaboration and non-elaboration conditions was

undertaken with 24 younger (3.8 years) and 24 older (4.9) nursery

children. The same two paragraph elaboration conditions used in the

second study and the standard labeling condition were tested. Task

difficulty was modified by using lists of four paired-associates.



Acquisition of associations in both paragraph elaboration conditions

was significantly better than in the simple labeling condition.

Performance was remarkably good: older subjects averaged only one

trial beyond the level of perfect acquisition, and younger subjects

averaged only two trials beyond perfect acquisition. This age

difference was not statistically significant. Sec differences in

this study, as in the first and second studies, were negligible.

Backward association performance substantiated the general superiority

of syntactic elaboration over labeling. Both elaboration conditions

produced better reversal performance than labeling: the older para

graph groups achieved 97% correct and the younger 86% correct, while

older and younger labeling subjects had 72% and 45% correct,

respectively.

Data from these three studies were compared to similar data

from previous studies with mentally retarded subjects.
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Two recent studies (Turnure & Walsh, 1971; Turnure, 1971)

have reported the effects of extending syntactic mediation conditions

of paired-associate learning beyond the previous limit of the single

sentence by embedding the stimuli to be associated in two-sentence

paragraphs. In the first experiment (Turnure & Walsh, 1971), the

effects of Paragraph Mediation or. the paired-associate learning of

educable mentally retarded children was compared to the effects of

Word Mediation and Sentence Mediation. The results showed paired-

associate acquisition to be significantly superior for Sentence

Mediation and Paragraph Mediation o'er Word Mediation, and showed

Paragraph Mediation to be significantly superior to Sentence Mediation.

The results of a reversal manipulation demonstrated that

syntactic mediation also dramatically facilitates backward associations.

Word Mediation reversal scores were significantly inferior to Sen-

tence and Paragraph Mediation reversal scores, but the latter two did

not differ. It was noted that as many as 90% of the subjects in the

sentence and paragraph conditions learned and reversed the associations

without committing a single error, which appearen to be phenomenal

performance considering that these were retarded learners. In a

second study (Turnure, 1971), list length was increased and item

placement within two different Paragraph Mediation conditions was

investigated. Despite these manipulations, the findings from the
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second study on acquisition and reversal strongly supported the

previous results.

The present series of studies constitutes an attempt to repli-

cate and extend the generality of findings obtained with mentally

retarded subjects to a population of "normal" individuals. A related

aim of the present research was to gather data suitable for compara-

tive evaluations of normal and retarded children's performance on

these verbal tasks. To this end the normal children tested in

Studies I and II wereselected to constitute.roughly matched MA

comparison groups for the retarded subjects tested previously

(Turnure 6 Walsh, 1971; Turnure, 1971).

In Study I, first-grade children approximately seven years of

age were tested in either one of two paragraph elaboration conditions

(designated Semantic and-Syntactic) or a Word Mediation condition;

list length was four pairs.
2

In Study II, first-grade children served

as subjects again, and were observed in either one of the two para-

graph conditions or a Sentence Elaboration condition; list length was

_increased to eight pairs. In Study III the subjects were preschool

children ranging in age from three to five years. This study included

both paragraph conditions and the Word Mediation condition, and the

list length was four pairs.

Study I

Study I constitutes a partial replication of the Turnure

studies (Turnure & Walsh, 1971; Turnure, 1971), and was designed

to determine if some of the results from these studies were

replicable and of fairly broad generality. Of particular

interest was the wine diaparity in performance between Word Mediation

subjects and Paragraph Elaboration subjects, with the latter subjects



performing better on both acquisition and reversal of the paired-

associate items. While the extraordinary efficacy of syntactic

mediation over simple labeling in the paired-associate task was well

documented with both normal and retarded subjects (cf. Davidson, 1964;

Jensen & Rohwer, 1963a; 1963b; Milgraa, 1968a,b, c), these results had

been rectricted to conditions employing grammatical phrases or whole

sentences and had been obtained only on acquisition. Past research,

then, provided good reason to predict that acquisition results obtained

previeusly with the paragraph and word mediation procedures-designed

by Turnure and Walsh would be replicable and generalizable. However,

the f,ndings from their reversal manipulation were necessarily still

limited to the retarded population in which they were originally

observed, and therefore the generality of the reversal results would

be important to determine.

The subjects selected for study were normal children of an MA

level comparable to that of the retarded subjects used previously

(Turnure 6i Walsh, 1971). The assumption here, of course, was that

the MA level of the original retarded subjects represented a level

of intellectual attainment sufficient to allow for the results, i.e.,

the results were not restricted to children who had attained the CA

level of the retarded subjects originally tested.

Except for the change in subject category, no new manipulations

were introduced in the present study. The subjects were tested in

either the standard Word Mediation condition or in one of two para-

graph elaboration conditions. In one condition, called Syntactic

Paragraph, the stimulus term was embedded in the first sentence of

the two-sentence paragraphs and the response term in the second.
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In the other condition, designated Semantic Paragraph, the stimulus

and response terms were both placed in the first sentence, and the

second sentence provided semantic elaboration. There appeared to be

little or no theoretical basis for predicting the relative effective-

ness of the two paragraph types, and no differences between the two

types had been found by Turnure (1971).

Method

Subjects. Thirty first-grade children attending a public elemen-

tary school in Minneapolis, Minnesota were tested. Subjects selected

had been judged by their teachers to be of average intelligence and

had scored between the 36th and 69th percentile on the Metropolitan

Reading Readiness Test. Subjects were matched on CA, Metropolitan

test scores, and sex, and then randomly assigned to one of three

conditions. Means and ranges for the three groups are shown in Table 1.

Equal numbers of boys and girls were assigned to each condition.

Materials. The stimulus materials consisted of eight pictures of

common objects which had been cut out of pre-primer workbooks and

individually mounted on white cardboard (3.5 x 2.5 in.). The pictures

and the four pairings made were from those used by Turnure and Walsh

(1971).

Procedure. Three experimental conditions were used: Word Mediation

and two paragraph elaboration conditions, Semantic Paragraph and

Syntactic Paragraph. The two paragraph conditions were similar to

those used by Turnure (1971) to provide a test of the affects of different

placement in the paragraphs of the stimuli to be associated.

A single training trial was given initially in .all three conditions.



TABLE 1

Means and Ranges of CA's and Metropolitan

Test Scores for Experimental Groups - Study I

Word Mediation:

CA re = 7.1

range 5.6 - 7.5

Semantic Paragraph:

CA Y. 6.9

range 6.6 - 7.1

Syntactic Paragraph:

CA X 7.0

range 6.4 - 7.5

Metro. Test I 55.8

range = .40 - 69

Metro. Test Y... 54.2

range 42 - 65

Metro. Test X 50.7

range 36 - 68

5
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The experimenter covered each response picture with the card bearing

the corresponding stimulus it and then exposed both pictures together

for seven seconds. The experimenter then said something about the

pictures being exposed. In the Word Mediation train .g trial, the

subject was required to repeat after the experimenter the names of

the two pictures being exposed. In the Semantic Paragraph training

trial the subject was required to repeat a two-sentence paragraph in

which the names of the stimulus and response both occurred in the

same sentence (e.g., "Hit the crayon with the hammer. That will

break it."). In the Syntactic Paragraph training trial, subjects

were also required to repeat two-sentence paragraphs, although in

this condition the stimulus word and the response word occurred in

different sentences (e.g., "See the wason. It is full of scissors.").

In each of the three conditions the training procedure was

carried out once for each of the four stimulus-response pairs.. In all

conditions the verbal elaboratori were not repeated by the experi-

menter after the training trial; if the subject continued to repeat

them in the subsequent learning task, he was told to name only the

response item in each pair.

After the training trial, subjects in all conditions were given

the same learning task utilising standard paired-associate anticipation

procedures. The stimulus picture of each pair was presented for approx-

imately three seconds and the subject was asked to identify the picture

(response term) hidden behind it. If an incorrect response was given,

or if after three seconds no response was made, an error was scored.

After the subject had responded or three seconds had passed, the

experimenter removed the stimulus picture to expose the picture behind
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it. The two items were shown together for five seconds, and then the

next stimulus it was presented. Presentation of the four stimulus

response pairs in this manner was termed one trial. In order to rule

out positional cues, the experimenter randomly changed the order of

presentation of the four pairs in each trial. Speed of learning was

expressed as the number of trials to a criterion of two successive

errorless trials up to a maximum of 20. trials.

Immediately after criterion had been reached (or 20 trials had

been presented) the stimulus and response itemsof the pairs were..

reversed. The subject was not told of the reversal and the task

continued as if no alteration had taken place. Each subject was

given two reversal trials which were scored in terms of the number

of correct responses given by the subject.

Results

Results of the acquisition phase of.the study are reported in

terms bf trials to a learning criterion of two consecutive errorless

trials. Scores could range from 2 to 20; a perfect performance

would be represented by a score of 2. Mean trials to criterion for

three conditions, for both male and female subjects, are shown in

Table 2. This table indicates that there was little difference between

the boys and the girls in any condition. The trials to criterion

scores for the Word Mediation group are, however, clearly higer than

those.of either of the two paragraph conditions, both of which show

means extremely close to 2.

The extreme skewness of the scores in the paragraph conditions

prohibited the use of parametric statistics in analysing the data.

Therefore, a test of the proportion of subjects making errors in the
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TABLE 2

Mean Scores for Acquisition and Reversal- Study I

Acquisition- Reversal-

Word Mediation:

Trials to Criterion

Boys Girls Combined

Number Correct

Boys Girls Combined

X 10.2 8.8 9.5 5.8 6.0 5.9

SD 5.9 4.3 4.9 1.9 1.4 1.6

Semantic Paragraph:

R 2.0 2.6 2.3 7.8 8.0 7.9

SD 0.0 0.9 0.7 0.4 0.0 0.3

Syntactic Paragraph:

if 2.0 2.0 2.0 7.6 8.0 7.8

SD 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.5 0.0 0.4
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Word Mediation condition ( proportion = 1.00; n = 10) versus the

proportion of subjects making errors in the paragraph conditions

combined (proportion = A(.. n = 20) was made, and a significant

difference between the g: was found ( = 16.36, p < .001).

The scores on the reversal phase cf the study showed virtually

no differences between male and female subjects (see Table 2).

Reversal scores were also radically skewed and the criterion of

errorless performance was again applied to subject performance in

order to provide incidence figures suitable for non-parametric

analyses. A test of the proportion of subjects in the Word Mediation

condition who made at least one error (proportion = .80; n = 10)

versus the proportion in the combined paragraph conditions (proportion =

.15; n = 20) was significant = 6.67, p < .01). A chi-square test

of subjects making no errors on the reversal in the two groups just

described substantiated the difference indicated by the test of

proportions (x2 = 9.49, df = 1, k < .01).

Discussion

The results of this study indicate that with young normal children,

as with the retarded children of similar MA (6.5 years) in both of

the Turnure studies reported previously (Turnure & Walsh, 1971; Turnure,

1971), embedding of the stimuli to be associated in a syntactic

context facilitates acquisition performance over conditions of restricted,

non-syntactic word mediation. Similarly, significantly more sUbjects-

reversed perfectly in the combined paragraph conditions (902) than in

the Word Mediation condition (202). Thus, the results confirm the

replicability of the findings reported in the Turnure and Walsh study

(1971) and extend their generality into the population of normal
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children of MA (and CA) 6.5 years of age. Finally, there did not

appear to be any superiority of one paragraph condition over the

other for either acquisition or reversal, although the presence of

a floor effect in the data precludes drawing any conclusions to

that effect.

The present study, however, did not include a Sentence Mediation

condition as did Turnure and Walsh (1971) and Turnure (1971). In

those studies with educable mentally retarded children, paragraph

elaboration conditions were found to be superior to Sentence Elabora-

tion for both acquisition and reversal, and both Sentence and Paragraph

Elaboration significantly facilitated paired-associate learning over

Word Mediation. Although there is no apparent reason to suspect that

the relative efficacy of Word Mediation and Sentence and Paragraph

Elaboration should be different for normal subjects than for retarded

subjects of similar MA's, the possibility that differences may exist

was tested in a subsequent study with normal first graders.

Study II

In the second study of this series with young normal children,

a Sentence Elaboration condition was compared with two paragraph

elaboration conditions identical to those used in Study I. A Word

Mediation condition was not included as it seemed sufficiently evident

that the normal children performed significantly poorer under a

condition of non-syntactic mediation, as did the retarded. In the

present study list length was extended to eight pairs to permit

comparisons between the performances.of the normal subjects here and

the retarded subjects of the second Turnure study 0971). This

earlier study had found that the efficacy of syntactic elaboration over
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labeling and of paragraph elaboration over sentence elaboration was

maintained despite the increased memory load resulting from expansion

of the list length. Similar findings were expected in the present

study.

Method

Subjects. Thirty-six first grade children from a suburban

Minneapolis public school were used. Since no standardized test results

were available, teachers were asked to provide class lists which ex-

cluded those children whom they considered to be at high or low ability

extremes. From these lists six girls and six boys were randomly

assigned to each of the three experimental conditions. Mean CA's and

ranges for subjects in each condition were: Sentence Elaboration

I= 7.1, range 6.7 - 7.4: Syntactic Paragraph : Te= 7.1, range 6.7 - 7.8:

Semantic Paragraph: X = 7.2, range 6.7 - 7.6.

Materials. The stimulus materials consisted of 16 pictures of

common objects similarly obtained and mounted as in Study I. Eight

A

stimulus-response pairs were formed from this set of stimulus materials.

The pictures and the pairings, as well as the sentence and paragraph

. elaborators, were taken from Turnure (1971).

Procedure. Experimental procedures for the two paragraph elaboration

conditions were similar to those used in Study I. A single training

trial in which the experimenter exposed bcth pictures together for

approximately seven seconds was given initially. During this period

the experimrater said a two-sentence paragraph (of either the semantic

or syntactic type) which the subject was required to repeat. In the

Sentence Elaboration training trial, the subjects were required to

repeat a short sentence relating the stimulus and response objects
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while looking at the two pictures being held before him (e.g. "The

cum has soap in it."). In each of the three conditions the training

procedures were carried out once for each of the eight stimulus-

response pairs. The pairs of pictures and their order of presentation

in these training trials were identical for all three conditions.

Following verbal elaboration training trials, learning trials

were begun. As in Study I, the stimulus picture of each pair was

presented and the subject was asked to identify the picture (response

term) that was hidden behind it. Subjects were permitted to take up

to one minute to respond, if necessary. This increase in the amount

of time allowed for response over that permitted in Study I seemed

necessary in light of increased task difficulty. After a response

the experimenter exposed both pictures together for five to ten

seconds, and then removed the pair. One trial consisted of the pre-

sentation of the eight pairs in this manner. The order of presenta-

tion of the eight pairs across trials was predetermined by random

assignment, but the same order was used for every subject. Learning

to criterion was again defined in terms of two errorless trials and

the above procedure was continued until criterion was reached.

Two reversal trials (16 pairs) were given immediately after

criterion was reached. The procedure was identical to that of Study I.

Results

Acquisition scores for Study II are reported in terms of trials

through a learning criterion of two consecutive errorless trials, i.e.,

at least 16 consecutive correct responses. Mean trials to criterion

for the three experimental groups are presented in Table 3. A Condition

x Sex analysis of variance performed on the trials to criterion data
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TABLE 3

Mean Trials to Criterion and Percentage of

Subjects with Perfect Acquisition Performance-Study II

Trials to Criterion

X SD

Perfect Acquisition

n %

Sentence Elaboration 4.25 1.82 3 25

Semantic Paragraph 2.92 0.79 4 33

Syntactic Paragraph 2.33 0.65 9 75
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produced only a significant conditions effect QE = 7.82; df = 2,30;

< .005). The sex variable and the Condition x Sex interaction were

not significant. Overall condition effects were tested further by

means of critical differences t tests. These analyses indicated that

both the Syntactic Paragraph and Semantic Paragraph conditions signifi-

cantly differed from the Sentence Elaboration condition (both 2's < .05),

although differences between the two paragraph conditions were not

significant.

The number and percentage of subjects who performed perfectly

(i.e., trials to criterion = 2.0) in each group can also be seen in

Table 3. A chi-square analysis of these data was significant (x
2
=

6.96, df =-2, p < .05). A chi-square analysis of these data for the

two paragraph conditions only was also significant (x
2
= 4.20, df = 1,

< .05).

The groups' mean number correct on reversal trials can be seen

in Table 4. It is evident from these results that performance on

reversal was not only very similar among all conditions, but in each

case nearly approached the maximum number correct (16). In fact,

only one subject in the Sentence Elaboration condition made 2 errors;

all other subjects in all conditions made 1 or 0 errors. Analysis

of these data seemed pointless. The number, and percentage of subjects

reversing perfectly is also shown in Table 4.

Discussion

The results of Study II clearly indicated that either syntactic

or semantic paragraphs significantly facilitate acquisition of paired-

associates beyond that of sentence elaboration. The two kinds of

paragraphs examined were not found to differ, except that more subjects
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TABLE 4

Mean Number Correct on Reversal and Percentage

of Subjects with Perfect Reversal Performarze-Study II

Number Correct

X SD

Perfect Reversal

n %

Sentence Elaboration 15.50 0.67 7 58

Semantic Paragraph 15.92 0.29 8 67

Syntactic Paragraph 15.67 0.49 11 92
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performed errorlessly in the Syntactic Condition than in the Semantic

(where six subjects made a single error on the first or second trial).

The performance of boys and girls did not differ in any significant

way. These latter findings exactly replicate those of Study I and the

prior findings of Turnure (1971).

Despite the fact that differences were found in the present study

between the Sentence Elaboration and the paragraph elaboration conditions,

both groups showed very rapid learning: the Sentence Elaboration group

averaged only 4.25 trials to criterion whereas the paragraph elabora-

tion groups produced mean performances very near to the minimum number

of trials possible (see Table 3). The expanded list length had only

minimal effects on the acquisition performance of these normal first

graders under conditions of paragraph elaboration. A comparison of

mean acquisition performance of these subjects in Study II (Tabli 3)

with that of the paragraph elaboiatior subjects in Study I (Table 2)

reveals that means were only very slightly greater for the subjects

who had been required to learn double the number of stimulus-response

pairs. Precisely the same observation was made for the educable

mentally retarded subjects who performed with 4 pairs and 8 pairs in

the Turnure and Walsh (1971) and Turnure (1971). investigations,

respectively. Thus, the effects of even longer list lengths needs to

be tested.

The enhanced facilitation associated with paragraphs over sen-

tences found in Study II does not seem to be readily explainable.

Certainly these findings, along with the lack of any apparent superiority

of the Semantic Paragraph condition over the Syntactic Paragraph

condition in both studies I and II, raise questions concerning the
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adequacy of attempts to explain the effects of syntactic elaboration

by reference to the internal integrity of sentences' syntactic

structures alone (Blumenthal, 1967; Blumenthal & Boakes, 1967; Suzuki

& Rohwer, 1969). Also, the short simple paragraphs used do not seem

to be more obviously meaningful than the single sentences made avail-

able to the subjects. While it would be premature to contend that

extensions of syntactic models could not account for the effects being

discussed, or to argue that meaningfulness (semantics) is irrelevant,

grounds exist for developing an alternative interpretation. This

interpretation requires that more general requirements of the task

be considered as partial determinanti of the results, instead of

focusing only on the content of the verbal stimuli or their underlying

grammatical structure.

Jenkins (1967) has recently suggested that paired-associate

learning constitutes a "series of tasks which must be accomplished

by the subject [p. 48]." Jenkins describes the initial task facing

the subject as that of understanding the requirements of the learning

task and getting a "feel" for the procedures. This analysis suggests

a "communication hypothesis," which may be stated: If, in the procedures

of the present studies, the paragraph elaboration conditions better

satisfied the task requirements for the subjects, presumably by better

approximating the usual or familiar circumstances wherein they associate

objects, a positive increment in acquisition would be expected.

Jenkins (1967) has pointed out that such general task variables "are

important in producing the first increment in 'learning to learn' and

'warm up' phenomena so readily obtained in the laboratory [p. 49]."

Thus, the absence of any evidence of learning to learn or warm up in
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the paragraph elaboration conditions of these studies, where learning

was virtually immediate, constitutes evidence in support of the

communication hypothesis. Furthermore, the hypothesis could be

tested by devising procedures to establish optimal communication with

sentence elaboration subjects, thereby eliminating differences in

acquisition between sentence elaboration and paragraph elaboration

groups. The necessary procedures might include extensive instructions,

and/or pretraining (Taylor, 1970), to explicate precisely the require-

ments of the task.

The primacy of psycholinguistic interpretations of meaningful

paired-associate learning has also been challenged recently by several

theorists whose very general explanations of the enhancement of

paired-associate learning in meaningful contexts may be pertinent to

the particular sentence versus paragraph differences being discussed.

One approach emphasizes the role of imagery (Bower, 1970, Pelvic).

1970); another the "psychology of relations" (Asch, 1969). Given the

method of the present study, especially considering the equal availa-

bility of identical pictures (i.e., equivalent image-evoking manipu-

lations) in each condition, an explanation of the sentence - paragraph

differences in terms of imagery would necessarily focus on whether, or

the degree to which, each type of elaboration condition evoked

"interactive imagery," which, as Bawer (1970) has observed, involves

simultaneous consideration of images and relations. Observation of

sample sentences and paragraphs (see Procedures, Studies I and II)

indicates that item interaction is suggested in all elaboration condi-

tions, but it is not clear that a greater degree of item interaction

is implied by the paragraphs.
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The only clear and certain physical difference that appears to

exist between the sentences and paragraphs used in this study is that

the paragraph condition contains a second sentence comprising a sensi-

ble continuation of the meaning of the first. Bobrow and Bower (1969)

have recently demonstrated that requiring subjects to produce sentences

which were sensible continuations of a sentence initially provided

strongly facilitated recall of predicate nouns from the initial sen-

tences, given the subject nouns of those sentences as retrieval cues.

Apparently, consideration of stimulus items in extended verbal contexts

diiectly enhances the subject's comprehension (Anderson, 1970; Bobrow

& Bower, 1969) of their relations, producing distinctive effects on

acquisition (Asch, 1969). Of course, the difference between the

different types of extended verbal conditions just discussed and the

labeling condition would be due to the absence of any meaningful

relations (Asch,-1969) between items in the labeling condition.

As for reversal performance, doubling the pairs apparently had

no detrimental effect, since in Study II as in Study I reversal per-

formance of paragraph elaboration subjects was nearly perfect.

Furthermore, Study II results indicate that Sentence Elaboration had

an equivalent effect on reversal performance in that it also resulted

in nearly perfect reversal performance (cf. Turnure Walsh, 1971;

Turnure, 1971).

The lack of any differences in the reversal performance of the

sentence and two.paragraph conditions indicates that once the organi-

zation and storage of meaningfully related items in memory is achieved,

they are readily available for retrieval and use in any sequence

irrespective of the context of acquisition. This ready and flexible
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availability allows for the immediate reordering of referential terms

(items) as required by transformational grammars (cf. Turnure & Walsh,

1971). However, the question remains as to whether, or how, transfor-

mations function across sentence boundaries in such a way as to allow

the findings from the paragraph conditions to be subsumed under this

theoretical analysis. An alternative would be to consider the ready

reversibility of items a, wired in paragraphs as a separate, but

parallel, outcome of relational organization, either as discussed

above or by Asch and Ebenholtz (1962) in regard to their notion of

conceptual symmetry.

The findings of these two studies with normal subjects closely

and remarkably parallel those of the two Turnure studies with educable

mentally retarded children of similar MA's ( Turnure & Walsh, 1971;

Turnure, 1971). For both subject groups, the order of magnitude of

the results was stable despite increased task difficulty. Exact

comparisons are not possible as both Word Mediation ata Sentence

Elaboration conditions were not used in the longer list study reported

here. It does seem evident, however, that paragraph elaboration

facilitates performance more than either sentence. elaboration or label-

ing for normal as well as retarded children of MA 6.5. Also, increased

task difficulty, so far as has been tested in these studies, has only a

minimal effect.

Study III

A third study in this series was undertaken to explore possible

age effects on the relationships among verbal elaboration conditions

which had appeared with both the normal and retarded children of MA 6.5.

In study III children of two younger CA groups were tested in either
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the Word Med4.ation condition or one of the two paragraph elaboration

conditions. The two groups of children selected for this study were

from a high IQ, university nursery school population (IQ's approximately

120, by principal's estimate), and although both the oldest and the

youngest of the two groups were younger chrOnologically than the normal

subjects of Studies I and II, the oldest group provided a rough MA

match with those normal subjects and also wiith the retarded subjects

of the Turnure studies ( Turnure & Walsh, 1971: Turnure, 1971).

The youngest subjects in Study III, whose CA's ranged as low as

three years, three months, appear to be the youngest children for

whom the efficacy of syntactic elaboration over labeling has been

tested to date. They thus represent a sample of more than passing

interest, as it might be expected that such young children, just at

the end point of developing a complete syntactic system (Ervin & Miller,

1963; McNeill, 1966), might not yet be so fully competent in its'

usage. In other words, these children might not show the facilitation

in performance on the task employed that has been found in previous

work with older, more experienced and practiced children. In particular,

the kind of verbal flexibility required of subjects for successful per

formance in the reversal phase of testing might be overtaxed, so that

they would show little, if any, performance facilitation in conditions

of syntactic elaboration over that in labeling conditions. The decision

to include separate Syntactic Paragraph and Semantic Paragraph elabora

tion conditions also involved the presumption that the involvement of

Ii

relatively inexperienced subjects would allow a more sensitive test

for differences in the performances of children as a function of the

two different verbal constructions. A Sentence Elaboration condition

was not included primarily because of a shortage of available subjects.
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Method

Subjects. The subjects were 48 nursery school children enrolled

in the nursery school at the University of Minnesota. Subjects of the

same sex and age group ("young" and "old") were randomly assigned to

one of the three experimental conditions. Thus, there were four

subjects in each of the twelve cells in a 3 (conditions) x 2 (sex) x 2

(age) design. The mean CA and standard deviation of each of the

groups is presented in Table 5.

Materials and Procedures. The same three experimental conditions

were employed in Study III as in Study I: Word Mediation, Semantic

,Paragraph and Syntactic Paragraph Elaboration. As in Study I the

stimulus materials consisted of eight pictures of common objects,

and the pictures and four pairings made were from those used by

Turnure (Turnure & Walsh, 1971; Turnure, 1971). The procedures were

identical to those used in Study I with the following exception:

During the learning trials, the stimulus picture of each pair was

presented for as long as 30 seconds while the subject was attempting

to identify the picture hidden behind it (the response picture). If

an incorrect response was given, or no response was initiated within

this time, an error was scored. This longer response time was felt

to be necessary in view of the younger age of the subjects being

tested.

Results

Again the results of the acquisition phase of the study are

reported in terms of trials through a learning criterion of two con

secutive errorless trials, here eight consecutive correct responses.

Table 6 presents mean trials to criterion and standard deviations for
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TABLE 5

Mean CA's and Standard Deviations of Experimental Groups - Study III

Word Mediation:

Boys

Young Old

Girls

Young Old

Combined

Yodng Old

I 3.70 4.95 3.88 4.95 3.79 4.95

SD 0.39 0.29 0.38 0.53 0.37 0.39

Semantic Paragraph:

Y 3.58 5.03 4.03 4.80 3.80 4.91

SD 0.25 0.15 0.21 0.08 0.33 0.16

Syntactic Paragraph:

TC 3.78 4.98 3.90 4.90 3.80 4.94

SD 0.36 0.32 0.36 0.29 0.34 0.29
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TABLE 6

Mean Trials to Criterion - Study III

Word Mediation:

Young

Boys

Old

Girls

Young Old

Combined

Young Old

X 10.75 6.25 10.25 9.25 10.50 7.75

SD 6.24 5.85 6.70 7.23 6.00 6.30

Semantic Paragraph:

3.00 3.50 3.25 2.50 3.13 3.00

SD 1.41 1.29 1.96 0.58 1.55 1.07

Syntactic Paragraph:

X 4.00 2.25 3.50 2.25 3.75 2.25

SD 2.45 0.50 1.25 0.50 1.83 0.46
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each experimental group in Study III. Observation of Table 6

suggests that in this study, as in Studies I and II, differences

between sexes were negligible. The mean trials to criterion scores

for the Word Mediation group are clearly higher than those for

either paragraph elaboration condition. It appears that older

subjects on the whole performed slightly better than did younger

subjects. The statistical significance of these apparent differences

was tested by a Condition x Sex x Age analysis of variance. Only

the conditions effect was found significant in this analysis

12.77; df = 2, 36; p< .001). The significant conditions effect was

tested further by the Newman-Keuls procedure which showed that per-

formance on both paragraph elaboration conditions was significantly

better than performance on the Word Mediation condition (for Syntactic

Paragraph p < .01; for Semantic Paragraph 2. < .01), but that the

difference between the paragraph elaboration conditions was not

significant (2. > .05).

Means for the number correct on reversal are shown in Table 7.

A Condition x Sex x Age analysis of variance was conducted on the

data of this table, and the summary table for this analysis is shown

in Table 8. As shown in Table 8, this analysis produced significant

conditions and significant age main effects. The sex variable was

found to be nonsignificant. However, the Conditions x Sex interaction

was significant. No other significant interactions were found. Analyses

of the simple effects of conditions within sex showed that there was

a highly significant difference for boys' performances across the

three conditions and a lesser effect for girls (see Table 8). Newman7-

Keuls analyses of conditions within each sex found that for both sexes
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TABLE 7

Mean Number Correct on Reversal - Study III

Word Mediation:

Boys

Young Old

Girls

Young Old

Combined

Young Old

X 2.25 5.25 5.00 6.25 3.63 5.75

SD 2.06 0.96 2.16 1.26 2.45 1.16

Semantic Paragraph:

X 7.00 8.00 5.50 7.50 6.25 7.75

SD 1.41 0.00 2.08 0.58 1.83 0.46

Syntactic Paragraph:

7.75 7.25 7.25 8.00 7.50 7.63

SD 0.50 0.30 0.30 0.00 0.76 0.74
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TABLE 8

Summary Table for ANOVA of Number Correct on Reversal - Study III

Source SS df MS F 2.

Condition (A) 74.29 2 37.15 22.10 .001

Age (B) 18.75 1 18.75 11.16 .005

Sex (C) 1.33 1 1.33 1.00 n.s.

Cond. x Age 8.37 2 4.19 2.49 .10

Cond. x Sex 16.79 2 8,40 4.99 .025

Age x Sex .08 1 .08 1.00 n.s.

C x A x S 5.55 2 2.77 1.65 n.s.

Error 60.50 36

47

1.68 --- ----

Total 185.67 NM IMBIN.

Simple effects:

Source SS uf MS
g.

C for a
1

(Boys) 75.00 2 37.50 22.32 .001

C for a
2

(Girls) 16.08 2 8.04 4.79 .025

Within Cell 60.50 36 1.68 MI6 'MINIM IMP
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the Word Mediation condition resulted in a significantly lower mean

number correct on reversal than did Syntactic Paragraph Elaboration,

and that, for the boys only, performance in the Word Mediation condition

was significantly worse than Semantic Paragraph Elaboration as well.

Inspection of Table 7 indicates that the lack of a significant difference

between Word Mediation and Semantic Elaboration for girls is attribu-

table to a weakness in the younger group of Semantic Elaboration girls

(actually one individual's performance), coupled with the unexpectedly

strong performance on Word Mediation reversal by both the older,

and especially, the younger girls (see also Figure 1).

The question 4s, what restriction should be placed on the con-

clusion that syntactic elaboration, in general, facilitates reversal

of paired-associates over labeling? On the basis of all available

evidence (Turnure & Walsh, 1971; Turnure, 1971; this report, Study I),

this conclusion must be considered valid, but with the caution that

extraordinary efforts by Word Mediation subjects, coupled on occasions

with the unusual poor performance of an elaboration condition subject,

can minimize condition differences to the point where statistical

significance may be lost, particularly with small groups. Perfect

reversal performance, in the paragraph conditions substantiates the

preceding argument for the general superiority of syntactic elaboration

over labeling. Nine of the 16 Semantic Paragraph subjects (56%) reversed

errorlessly, as did 11 of the 16 Syntactic Paragraph subjects (69%). As

for the Word Mediation condition, only one child in Study III, an older.

girl, was able to perform perfect reversal (7%). Considering the

perfect performances on reversal of younger and older elaboration sub-

jects, 50% (8 of 16) of the younger subjects, and 75% (12 of 16) of the

older subjects reversed errorlessly.
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Discussion

The findings of Study III show, once again, that embedding the

stimuli to be associated in a syntactic context significantly facili-

tates both the acquisition and reversal of paired-associates over

conditions of restricted, non-syntactic word mediation. Mean trials

to criterion for each condition with the young and old subjects com-

bined were very similar to those of the respective experimental con-

ditions in Study I. In general, however, the youngest Study III

subjects, vhen considered as a group, performed somewhat worse than

the oldest Study III subjects, as well as slightly worse than the

older first graders in Study I; none of these differences were statis-

tically significant. As for the older nursery subject, when compared

with their MA matches of Study I, they appear to have performed a little

better in the Word Mediation condition and a little worse in the two

paragraph elaboration conditions (see Tables 2 and 6).

Reversal performance for the older nursery subjects almost

exactly replicates that of the first graders in Study I (see Tables 2

and 7). The reversal performance of the younger nursery school sub-

jects was significantly poorer than that of the older nursery subjects,

suggesting that these younger children may not have yet attained the

level of verbal flexibility required by the reversal task, unlike the

older nursery and first graders of MA 6.5 who seem to have done so.

Nevertheless, the facititory effect of syntactic elaboration over

labeling experience alone was as evident in the younger children as

in the older. In fact, the advantage in performing the reversal task

which the older subjects seem to have is found primarily in the most

difficult (empirically defined) Word Mediation condition, and is much
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less evident in the paragraph elaboration conditions.

In summary, the results of Studies I and III indicated that

acquisition performance on the four pairs of paired-associates,

while dramatically affected by the presence or absence of syntactic

elaboration, was affected relatively little by differences in MA, CA,

or IQ, as represented by the subject groups tested. This, however,

was not so clearly the case for the reversal phase of the task,

where the younger subjects, both in MA and CA, seemed slightly less

able to perform the task of reversal, especially in the labeling

condition. It might be argued that these younger children, having

for the most part just attained a completely developed syntactic

system (Ervin & Miller, 1963), should be less able to take advantage

of the syntactic facilitation provided to them. Indeed, their per-

formance was somewhat poorer than their older nursery school companions.

However, the differences in their performance in the syntactic elabora-

tion conditions were quite small and considerably less than in the

more difficult labeling or Word Mediation condition.

Summarizing the results of the three studies reported, we have

found (Study I and III) that the acquisition and reversal of paired-

associates in normal children from three to seven years of age was

significantly facilitated by initially presenting the associates in

extended and grammatically appropriate verbal contexts. Further, it

was found that the more extensive the verbal context (up to two sen-

tences), the better the acquisition of the associations, but extent of

context had no effect on reversal of associations acquired in context.

These findings replicate quite precisely those previously reported with

mentally retarded subjects (Turnure & Walsh, 1971; Turnure, 1971), and
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so extend the generality of the effects and provide some support for

the hypotheses and explanations generated by the prior findings.

Additional analyses: ?n-mai-retardate comparisons. As was indicated

in the introduction to this report, the present series of studies was

designed, at least in part, to provide data suitable for comparison

of normal and retarded children's performance on the paired-associate

task under syntactic elaboration or non-elaboration (labeling) conditions.

Thus the normal children of Studies I and II and the older nursery

school children of Study III were selected to provide at least rough

MA matches for, and thereby to permit comparisons with, the retarded

subjects tested by Turnure (Turnure & Walsh, 1971; Turnure, 1971).

Consequently, a number of statistical analyses comparing data from

these several studies have been carried out in order to investigate

empirical differences that may exist among these groups of children.

Mean trials to criterion, mean number correct on reversal, and per-

centage correct on reversal for all of these groups are shown in

Table 9.

Four-pair comparisons. A series of comparisons were possible among

Studies I and III and the first Turnure study (Turnure & Walsh, 1971;

also see Turnure & Walsh, 1970, Study I) since the subjects in all of

these studies were tested on four stimulus-response pairs with nearly

identical testing procedures. In addition, groups in each study had

been tested under similar experimental conditions (Studies I and III:

Word Mediation, Semantic Paragraph Elaboration, Syntactic Paragraph

Elaboration; Turnure & Walsh, 1971: Word Mediation, combined Paragraph

Elaboration). Figure 2 presents the acquisition results graphically.

Paragraph elaboration conditions data were combined in each study

and compared with Word Mediation performance in a 2 (condition) x 4
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TABLE 9

Normal - Retardate Comparisons:

Mean Trials to Criterion and Mean Number Correct and Percentage

Correct on Reversal

Mean Mean
Trials to Number Correct Percentage Correct
Criterion On Reversal On Reversal

Four - Pair Comparisons:

1st grade Study I

Word Mediation 9.50 5.90 73.75

Paragraph Elaboration 2.15 7.85 98.12

Nursery-Old Study III.

Word Mediation 7.75 5.75 71.87

Paragraph Elaboration 2.63 7.67 95.87

Nursery-Young Study III

Word Mediation 10.50 3.63 45.37

Paragraph Elaboration 3.44 6.88 86.00

Retarded - Turnure & Walsh (1971)

Word Mediation 10.30 4.00 50.00

Paragraph Elaboration 2.20 7.90 98.75

Eight - Pair Comparisons:

1st grade

Sentence Elaboration 4.25 15.50 98.87

Sentence Paragraph 2.92 15.92 99.50

Syntactic Paragraph 2.33 15.67 97.93

Retarded - Turnure (1971)

Sentence Elaboration 6.00 15.38 98.87

Semantic Paragraph 3.13 15.38 96.12

Syntactic Paragraph 3.38 15.25 95.31
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Mean Irials to Criterion in Word Mediation and Combine] Paragraph

Elaboration Conditions for Four-Pair Comparisons

Mean
Trials to
Criterion

8.0.

9.50

1st grade
Study I

A

7. /5

Word mediation

Combined paragraph elaboration

2.63

Nursery
old
Study III

Groups

10.50

3.44

Nursery
young
Study III

10.30

2.20

Retarded
Turnure &
Walsh 119701

Study I
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(group) analysis of variance with unequal cell frequencies (Winer,

1962, sec. 6.3). Specifically, the four groups whose acquisition

performances were compared were the present Study I; Study III, older

subjects; Study III, younger subjects; and the Turnure and Walsh

(1971) mentally retarded subjects. This analysis produced only a

significant conditions effect (E - 78.35; df. 1, 90; 2. < .001),

affirming the results obtained independently in each of these studies

of the powerful effects of syntactic elaboration on the acquisition

of paired-associates over the effects of mere labeling. A similar

2 x 4 analysis of variance was performed on the number correct on

reversal for each of the same four groups, again comparing the Word

Mediation data with the combined paragraph elaboration conditions

data. Mean reversal scores are graphed in Figure 3, and the summary

table for this analysis of variance is shown in Table 10. Both the

conditions and groups main effects as well as the Conditions x Groups

interaction were found significant. The simple effects of conditions

within each group was highly significant for every group indicating

that the facilitory effect c; syntactic elaboration over labeling

alone on reversal performance was consistent for all groups compared,

and therefore not the source of the interactions (see Table 10). The

simple effects of groups within conditions, however, was significant

only for the Word Mediation condition. A further analysis of the

mean number of correct responses on reversa among groups, using a

Newman-Keuls test for differences among sea , yielded the results

ni.

shown in Table 11. The normal first graders and the older nursery

school groups did not differ from one another, but both were signifi-

cantly superior to the educable mentally retlirded and the younger
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Mean Number Correct on Reversal in Word Ne,liation and Corl:Ined

Paragraph Elaboration Conditions for Four-Pair Comparisons
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TABLE 10

Summary Table for ANOVA Of Number Correct on

Reversal Comparing Studies Using Four Stimulus-Response Pairs

Source SS df MS F I-

Conaitions (A) 166.37 1 166.37 91.92 .001

Groups (B) 36.72 3 12.24 7.09 .001

Cond. x Groups 15.78 3 5.26 2.91 .05

Within Cell 162.91 90 1.81 --______

Simple Effects:

Source

B for a
1

(Word) 45.16 3 15.05 8.31 .001

B for a2 (Paragraph) 7.34 3 2.45 1.35 n.s.

Within Cell 162.91 90 1.81 -
Source

A for b
1

(1st grade) 20.82 1 20.82 11.50 .005

A for b
2

(Nursery-old) 20.17 1 20.17 11.14 .005

A for b
3

(Nursery-young) 57.8- 1 57.87 31.97 .001

A for b
4

(Retarded) 83.41 1 83.41 46.08 .001

Within Cell 162.91 90 1.81 -.-
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TABLE 11

Newman-Keuls Analysis of Number Correct on

Reversal for Word Mediation Condition: Normal - Retardate Comparisons

MS
B for Aa/

Young- Retarded Old- _Sarmal-
Nursery Nursery 1st grade

ordered means: 3.63 4.00 5.75 5.90

A B C D

differences: a --- .37 2.12 2.27

b --- 1.75 1.90

c --- --- .15d - - - 010 ,

S x MS
w cell

/
nh

4 1.81 / 10.96

r 2 r 3 r 4

q.99 (r, 90) 3.76 4.28 4.60

S q .99 (r, 90)
1.54 1.75 1.89

A B C D

outcome of tests: a --- n.s. .01 .01

b --- W.M.01 .01 .01

c--- --- --- n.s.

d--- --- --- 0
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nursery groups. The educable mentally retarded and the younger

nursery groups did not differ from one another.

Eight-pair comparisons. A second series of additional statistical

comparisons was made on the data obtained in the present Study II

from first grade normal subjects and that obtained in the Turnure (1971;

also see Turnure & Walsh, 1970, Study II) study with educable mentally

retarded subjects. Both groups of subjects had been tested on the

longc:, eight-pair list of paired-associates under very similar

procedures Lhereby permitting such comparisons. Although the Turnure

study investigated performance under Word Mediation, the Word Mediation

condition had not been included in the present Study II, and conse-

quently in the analyzes described here, only data from the Sentence

Elaboration and the two paragraph elaboration conditions of both

subject groups are considered.

Table 12 presents the mean trials to criterion results (also

see Figure 4) which were entered into a 2 (group) x 3 (condition) x

2 (sex) analysis of variance. This analysis produced a significant

groups main effect ( . 5.05; df 1 48; .p.< .05). No interactions

were significant, however, and it can be concluded that the retarded

subjects were performing more poorly than the normal subjects in

general. In fact, with the exception of the retarded girls in the

Semantic Paragraph condition, they performed more poorly at every

point of comparison although both groups were at approximately an MA

level of 6.5 years. However, it should be noted in Table 12 that the

main differences observed were quite small, averaging overall about

one trial. The only other significant finding of this analysis of

variance was for the conditions main effect (Lys 10.18; df =2, 48;
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TABLE 12

Means and Standard Deviations for Trials to Criterion and Reversal

Number Correct for Studies Using Eight Stimulus - Response Pairs

Trials to Criterion Reversal Number Correct

Sentence Elaboration:

Study II-
1st graders

Retarded Study II-
1st graders

Retarded

Boys X 1.83 4.50 15.67 15.25

SD .15 3.70 0.82 0.96

Girls X 4.67 7.50 15.33 15.50

SD 1.51 3.32 0.52 1.00

Combined X 4.25 6.00 15.50 15.38

SD 1.82 3.63 0.67 0.92

Semantic Paragraph:

Boys X 2.83 3.75 15.83 15.25

SD 0.75 0.96 0.41 0.96

Girls X 3.00 2.50 16.00 15.50

SD 0.89 0.58 0.00 0.58

Combined X 2.92 3.13 15.92 15.38

ST 0.79 0.99 0.29 0.74

Syntactic Paragraph:

Boys X 2.00 4.00 15.50 15.00.

SD 0.00 1.63 0.55 0.82

Girls X 2.67 2.75 15.83 15.50

SD 0.82 1.50 0.41 1.00

Combined X 2.33 3.38 15.67 15.25

SD 0.65 1.60 0.49 0.89
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2. < .01). Further analysis using a Newman-Keuls procedure was again

performed, and the Sentence Elaboration condition emerged as having

significantly poorer performance than either of the paragraph elabora=

tion conditions which were not significantly different from each other.

In addition to the above parametric analyses of the acquisition

data, a chi-square analysis was made of the number of subjects who per-

formed perfectly on acquisition under each of the three conditions for

the two subject groups. The percentage of subjects performing per-

fect'y increased nearly linearly (see Table 13) from the Sentence to

the Semantic to the Syntactic elaboration conditions for both subject

groups. Although a greater percentage of normal subjects performed

perfectly in each condition, a chi-square test based on these data was

not significant (x2 = .08, df = 2; n.s.).

A Groups x Conditions x Sex analysis of variance was also per-

'formed on the reversal scores. Mean scores for the reversal are

shown in Table 12 (see. also Figure 5), and observation of these scores

reveals that the means for all groups are very near 16, the maximum

possible correct. This apparent consistency across all groups, conditions

and sexes is reflected in the results of the analysis of variance,

which produced only a groups main effect of marginal significance

(F - 4.00; df 48; 2. <.10). No other main effect or interaction

approached. significance. This apparent lack of difference in reversal

between normal and retarded subjects who had been given eight paired-

associates was further substantiated by a non-significant chi-square

analysis of the number of these subjects who reversed perfectly (x2 .68;

df = 2; n.s.). The percentage of subjects who reversed perfectly in

each group and condition vas generally, although not in every case, higher

than the percentage who had performed perfectly in acquisition (see
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TABLE 13

Percentage of Subjects who Performed Perfectly on Acquisition

Sentence Semantic Syntactic

Retarded 12% 25% 50%

1st -grade 25% 33% 75%
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Tables 13 and 14). The differences between the groups' or conditions'

perfect reversal performance were not nearly as clear or consistent as

they had been for perfect acquisition.

Discussion: Normal - Retardate comparisons

Statistical comparisons of the data from Studies I and III and

that from the Turnure and Walsh study (1971) have been reported above

(4-pair comparisons). These additional analyses, now including a

group of educable mentally retarded children, support the conclusion

that acquisition performance was relatively unaffected by differences

in either MA, CA, IQ or practical experience with syntactic usage,

within the limits of the groups tested. Once again, the major difference

in performance occurred between those subjects having syntactic versus

those subjects having non-syntactic training. No group differences

emerged in the analyses performed on trials to criterion.

With the inclusion of the retarded subjects in the comparative

analyses of the reversal number correct the picture becomes more complex,

and differences between group performances become appatent. Once more

the young nursery subjects performed less well than the older nursery or

normal first graders in the Word Mediation condition. Similarly, in this

condition the retarded subjects performed less well than either of their

MA matches,.i.e., the olde7.7 nursery or normal first-graders. No signifi7

cant difference in reversal performance, however, was found between the

retarded subjects and the young nursery children, nor between the older

nursery subjects and the normal first graders (see Figure 3). Figure 3

clearly shows that only in the Word Mediation condition do young nursery

and retarded subjects perform at a comparable level, and that their

performance is at a level considerably lower than that of the other two
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TABLE 14

Percentage of Subjects who Performed Perfectly on Reversal

Sentence Semantic Syntactic

Retarded 62% 50% 50%

1st -grade 58% 91% 66%
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groups. In the paragraph elaboration conditions no such differences

emerge, and all four groups appear to be performing at approximately

the same mean level. However, that it is the older CA (X = 9.7)

retarded children who benefit the most from the syntactic elaboration,

and the youngest CA (X = 3.8) who benefit the least, seems to raise

again the possibility that experience in syntactic usage is an impor-

tant variable in the degree to which syntactic elaboration facilitates

reversal of paired-associates.

Increasing the task difficulty by doubling the number of paired-

associates to be learned from four to eight resulted in differential

performance between the retarded and normal subjects, who again were

of approximately the same (8-pair comparisons). This is the first

instance in the series of comparisons described here where differential

acquisition performance has emerged between subject groups. Interest-

ingly, this difference emerged in comparison which included only the

three syntactic elaboration conditions:Sentence Elaboration, Semantic

and Syntactic Paragraph Elaboration. Syntactic elaboration, then, does

not appear to be sufficiently powerful to bring the performance of

retarded subjects up to a level of performance equivalent to that of

normal subjects of the same MA when the memory load is increased to

this degree. However, it should be noted that the overall mean

difference between the groups was only one trial to criterion. This

result, then, may be of little practical significance unless it reflects

the point at which increasing the memory load increases the differential

in the groups' relative performances, a matter which can be readily

clarified. The results from the reversal task with eight pairs showed

that subjects performed remarkably well, with both groups averaging

approximately 15 out of the maximum 16 correct reversals. This
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extremely good performance may be surprising at first glance, since

it is in the reversal pha..e that the clearest differences among groups

seem to emerge in the four-pair task. However, when it is recalled

that these group differences in the four-pair task occurred in the

Word Mediation or non-syntactic condition only, then the results from

the eight-pair task appear consistent with the reversal findings of

the four-pair studies. That is to say, syntactic elaboration,

whether in a single-sentence form or short paragraph form, has a

tremendously facilitory effect on reversal.

Finally, despite the sizeable facilitating effect of syntactic

elaboration in general, the present comparative results confirm the

acquisition findings in the two Turnure studies (Turnure & Walsh, 1971;

Turnure, 1971) as well as those of the present Study II, which show

that paragraph elaboration techniques significantly enhance speed

of learning in comparison to sentence elaboration.
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Footnotes

1
The research reported in Studies II and III, and the preparation

of this paper were supported in part by a grant to the Research and

Development Center in Education of the Handicapped, Department of

Special Education, University of Minnesota. The Center is funded by

a grant (OEG-0-9332189-4533-032) from the Bureau of Education of the

Handicapped, U. S. Office of Education. The authors would like to

thank the Minneapolis Public Schools, the Columbia Heights Public

Schools Independent District No. 13, and the University of Minnesota

Nursery School for their cooperation. Appreciation is also extended

to Mrs. Rosalie Watts for her assistance in testing subjects in

Study I and to Drs. S. Jay Samuels, Arthur M. Taylor, and David

Feldman for their critical reading of the manuscript.

2
It should'be noted at this point that henceforth the verbal manipu-

lation involving syntactic constructions previously referred to as

"mediational" will be designated "elaborative" (e.g., syntactic

elaboration, sentence, elaboration, syntactic paragraph elaboration,

etc.), in accordance with Rohwer's recent analysis of the methodologi-

cal and theoretical distinctions between verbal mediation and verbal

elaboration (Rohwer, 1970).
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